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A B S T R A C T

The results of Bond Work index (BWI) tests of five materials with five closing screen size (P1) of 630 500 μm are documented. These are normalized to eliminate the effect of material present finer than the closing screen sizes and test sample apparent densities. Analysis of normalized test results show, with a correlation factor R² of 0.9956, that the revolutions required in all the Bond Work index mill tests conducted (29–419 revolutions) corresponds to a specific grinding energy per Bond Mill revolution of 0.0823 kWh/ton for a material corrected to a tapped apparent density of 1 t/m³ and for material present finer than the closing screen size. Conversion of this value to operation of the mill for the Bond Work index test results in a value of 194 × 10⁻⁷ kWh/mill revolution.

It is demonstrated that the indicated specific grinding energy of the Bond Mill revolution is not a precise value. An exponential function with a perfect correlation is presented relating the final required number of Bond Work index test mill revolutions required with the P1 values for sample materials tested.

A perfect correlation with an exponential relation to the evolution of the specific grinding energy with change in closing screen size is presented. This relation is interpreted as a measure of the reduction in grinding efficiency with increase in fineness of grinding.

It also shown that there is an exponential relation with a R² correlation factor of 0.9900 between experimental specific grinding energy of a mono-mineralogical material normalized for < P1 content and apparent density to the root of its VH at a given P1. Most if not all the deviations between the calculated specific grinding energy based on P1 values and the sample Vickers Hardness correlates with the differences between the experimental and corrected mill revolutions applied to compensate for the < P1 fines contents of the test samples.

1. Introduction

Grinding is one of the largest industrial consumers of energy. Some 4% of the total world’s electrical energy consumption is consumed in the crushing and grinding of mineral ores (Energy Efficiency Exchange, 2013). Large amounts of energy are also consumed in the production of many commercial products such as cements, fillers, pigments, fritzes, cereal flours and pharmaceuticals. Being energetically very inefficient, the largest portion of this energy consumed is typically in grinding. Effectively accounting for and predicting the energy necessary to fragment a material to a given particle size has been the basis of extensive research by engineers, chemists, physicists and mathematicians into the theoretical and practical aspects of comminution and especially that of energy consumption in particle size reduction by grinding.

To date the theories of Kick (1885), von Rittinger (1987) and Bond (1952) remain the most established. The recommendations of Charles (1957) and Hukki (1962, 1975) that Kick’s is the most applicable for crushing, Bond’s for ball mill grinding and von Rittinger’s for fine grinding is generally accepted. Of these theories, that of von Rittinger has a theoretical basis founded on the new particle surface area generated whereas that of Kick’s is based on the change in volume of particles created. That of Bond is empirical and based on very extensive laboratory test results compared to industrial grinding operations of the same materials tested in the laboratory. However, neither Kick’s nor von Rittinger’s theories include an established means of determining the energy requirements for grinding on an industrial scale. Only Bond’s theory is widely used for effectively designing or controlling ball mill grinding circuits despite it not including a theoretical basis and underestimating energy consumption for production of particles finer than 100 μm (Hukki, 1962, 1975).

The procedure to apply Bond’s law requires the laboratory determination of a Bond Work index (BWI). This laboratory procedure has been extensively described in detail by Bond (1952), Deister (1987) and Mosher and Tague (2001). It is conducted in a specified ball mill and
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the kinetic batch grinding test for 5 different grinding internals could be used to calculate the BWi with < 2.60% error. He also observed that the mill product $d_{50}$ is a function of $P_1$.

This investigation reports the results of BWi tests of five materials of diverse physical characteristics conducted with the objective of determining if the use of corrections for variations in sample characteristics could be applied to determine the equivalent energy consumed per Bond Mill revolution. Vickers hardness tests of the samples were also conducted to determine the extent to which the grams of fines produced at a given closing screen size as a function of the materials hardness values. The determination of the specific grinding energy of the Bond Mill in tests where a complete Bond Work index test may not be practical has potential applications in some instance. This is especially so in the cases of tests where fineness of the grinding to be achieved does not permit effective preparation of recirculated material, the presence of materials extremely resistant to grinding such as metals in slags, time requirements, open circuit grinding, etcetera. Comparative grinding testing methods such as proposed by Berry (1966) to determine the energy consumption for fine materials such as plant middlings and tailings, as well as most commercial products require the use of a reference material with a similar particle size distribution and grinding characteristics. Reference samples with a suitable particle size distribution may not be available. Furthermore, reference samples of ores composed of minerals with large variations in resistance to grinding can be especially difficult to identify. Magdalinovič et al. (2011) observed that there might be a material constant which characterises mineral resources grindability. Gent et al. (2012a,b) observed from their BWi tests in addition to published data that there appeared to be a significant polynomial correlation between BWi and Vickers Hardness (VH) values. This relation was interpreted to be due to VH values and BWi values being related to the plasticity of materials and thus their fracture toughness but did not consider whether or not the VH of a material influenced the increase in BWi values with increase in the degree of particle size reduction.

2. Theory

Grinding energy requirements for a given material decrease with abundance of fissures, stress planes or inclusions. As breakage tends to occur at the interface between crystals when particle sizes are greater than the size of crystals composing them and the adherent energy is usually lower than the coherent energy required when the crystal themselves are broken, less energy is required to separate crystals than to break them (Hukki, 1962 and Ozkahraman, 2010). The maximum energy requirement for a particle size reduction occurs when the particles to be fragmented consist of liberated grains (typically individual crystals). It is to be anticipated that BWi values should increase as the degree of grinding fineness and proportion of liberated grain particles
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